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way — for example, by means of bounties. Secondly, it has
to be considered whether governments, as constituted in real
life, can be trusted, or can trust themselves, with these diffi-
cult matters. Upon this aspect of the problem Sidgwick long
ago wrote with great weight as follows : "I agree, as a con-
clusion of abstract economic theory, that protection in certain
cases and within certain limits, would probably be advantageous
to the protecting country — and even, perhaps, to the world
— if only it could be strictly confined to these cases and kept
within these limits : but I am, nevertheless, strongly of opinion
that it is practically best for a government to adhere to the
broad rule of ' taxation for revenue only ' — at any rate in a
free community where habits of commercial enterprise are
fully developed. My ground for this opinion is that I do not
think we can reasonably expect our actual governments to
be wise and strong enough to keep their protective inter-
ference within due limits ; owing to the great difficulty and
delicacy of the task of constructing a system of import duties
with the double aim of raising revenue equitably and pro-
tecting native industry usefully, and the pressure that is
certain to be put upon the government to extend its application
of the principle of protection if it is once introduced. I think,
therefore, that the gain protection might bring in particular
cases is always likely to be more than counterbalanced by the
general bad effects of encouraging producers and traders to
look to government for aid in industrial crises and dangers,
instead of relying on their own foresight, ingenuity and energy ;
especially since the wisest protection in any one country would
tend in various ways to encourage unwise protection else-
where." x It does not fall within the scope of this volume to
enter further into that debate; nor, as might easily be done,
to point the moral by reference to British experience from
the first planting of the McKenna duties till the full flowering
of the new protectionist garden.
1 Principles of Political Economy, p. 487.

